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THE TEMPLE OF ROCK MUSIC
OPENS THE DOORS TO THE
WORLD OF EDUCATION
THIS EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMME
IS DEDICATED TO ALL STUDENTS
FROM PRIMARY SCHOOLS
AND LOWER AND UPPER
SECONDARY SCHOOLS.
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HARD ROCK CAFE
AMSTERDAM

THE THIRD PART OF THE LESSON

The School of Hard Rock programme is made to
measure for all students - from primary to
secondary schools up to university graduates. The
purpose of School of Hard Rock is to offer both
teachers and students an authentic educational
experience, with engaging and fun methodologies:
the amazing story of a company that, since 1971,
continues to operate promoting all the same values
that led to its present day success.

EDUCATIONAL PROPOSALS
THE FIRST PART OF THE LESSON

Is chosen by you, the teacher, to suit your students’
needs and study course. Using interactive games to
create fun teaching methods, and bringing lessons
out of the classroom. Class material is given prior to
the day, so that teachers can prepare and teach the
students about the “School of Hard Rock”.

THE HARD ROCK CAFE AMSTERDAM

As part of the programme, you will take a tour of our
rock ‘n’ roll museum. The Hard Rock Café Amsterdam is
home to valuable pieces from Hard Rock’s iconic music
memorabilia collection.

RESERVATIONS

Visits take place from Monday to Friday from 9am
only. *Must be reserved through the sales & marketing
team.

Is dedicated to the history of the Hard Rock Cafe
brand, from its origins in the 1970s when Peter Morton
and Isacc Tigrett decided to open an American diner in It is possible to have only lunch or dinner at Hard Rock
central London dedicated to rock music. Discover the
Cafe Amsterdam with our special group menus.
values on which Hard Rock Cafe is founded that guide
the company still to this day: “Love All, Serve All”, “Take To book at the Hard Rock Cafe Amsterdam,
Time To Be Kind”, “Save The Planet” and “All Is One”.
Hear the story of the birth of Hard Rock’s
memorabilia collection which is in itself a part of
music history. Find out which regular customer asked
the staff if he could hang his guitar on the wall to
mark his favorite bar stool as “his spot.” Then one
week later, discover who sent a package with a note
bearing the message, “Mine’s as good as his!”,
starting the trend and now part of over 75,000
pieces worldwide.

please contact Sales & Marketing on
Amsterdam_social@hardrock.com
or call +31 (0) 20-523-7625

*times, quantity and prices must be requested
when booking*

THE SECOND PART OF THE LESSON

The history of Rock n’ Roll. Where did it all begin, how
has it affected the music of today? Learn about the
music of the 50’s, 60’s and 70’s, with a tour of our
famous memorabilia in our Legends room.
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